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Suggah and the Adventures
of Mystery Island

O

nce upon a time there was a
bouncy land shaped like a star
with a beach surrounding it called
Mystery Island.This island is a secret
land whose shape is kept away from the
government so no one on the land knows
that it is a star. On this magical island
it rains liquid that tastes like jolly
ranchers and snows root beer every day!
It is very cold here because of the icy
sun shining over the island. There are
abandoned lollipop rainforests with jello
rocks and chocolate erupting volcanos.
This island has a desert made out of dry
crackers where the sour patch cactus
reside. In the lollipop forest the ground
is covered with licorice grass and emoji
petaled flowers. There are fire flowers

with cold blue flames and skittles on its’
petals that release soft bird sounds. On
this magical island there are Unicows
with a cowhead, long horn, and milelong tails that poop jellybeans. There are
also Icecream Cows and Jello Unicorns
who say “mocha chiiii” and “boom”
every now and then and dragons who eat
the chocolate dirt on the island.
On Mystery island the people get
around by purchasing watches that
release lightening to transport you to
an invisible private jet or inside a cloud
car which use a flying magic spell. On
this island there are certain rules that
everyone must follow. First, everyone
has a right to own a dragon. Second,
when you are born on this island you

recieve all the money that you want from
Suggah. Third, you never go out at night
and be creative due to the no-creative
law. The government hinders the people
on the island from being creative so you
have to be secret about your creativities!
Lastly, stay away from the sour patch
kid cacti. They are dangerous and super
scary.
On Mystery Island there lives
our hero Suggah who wears a mask
of gold and silver, and a leaotard
with leggings because of her flexible
gymnastic skills. Suggah shoots lots of
money and strives to be evil alongside
her pet named Snowjoball. Snowjoball
is a shapeshifting magician with a
screaching supersonic scream, who has
robotic cyborg eyes and can blend into
clouds. Snowjoball is the only one on the
island that knows that it is a star.
Suggah is the secret sibling of the

Gummy Bear President who made the
horrible no-creative law of Mystery
Island. Gummy Bear President changed
his name to Sir Antivity after he moved
to the chocolate erupting volcanos. Sir
Antivity shoots whipped cream, break
dances, time travels, and is secretly
making a map with his creature named
Bomber Boomer Blitz the Third. Bomber
Boomer was originally a dragon who was
turned into a mean fighting monster that
turns people into plants by Sir Antivity
that farts lightening that smells like
rotten eggs.
One day Suggah left the jungle
and traveled to the volcano where
Sir Antivity lived. Suggah demanded
to know what shape the island was
however, Sir Antivity refused to tell the
secret and said, “I don’t know, why don’t
you ask Snowjoball.” Just then....

